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foreWord 
from turkana 
county government

Within the context of devolution in Kenya, the Turkana County Government efforts are 
guided by our County Integrated Development Plan (CIDP) with the aim of achieving 
a prosperous, peaceful and just county with an empowered community enjoying equal 
opportunities.  

Turkana County was the first County to deliver its CIDP and is committed to ensuring 
that the plan is carried out through intentional integrated, inclusive and evidence based 

processes so that the citizens of Turkana County are fully engaged and empowered to realize sustainable 
economic, socio-cultural and environmental outcomes.   

The Turkana County Government, working with the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF), UNICEF and the 
National Drought Management Authority (NDMA) is building upon the Stakeholder Approach to Risk 
Informed and Evidence Based Decision Making (SHARED) and the Resilience Diagnostic and Decision 
Support Tool among others to support County Government decision-making going forward. 

This has meant underscoring the integration dimension - bridging ministerial sectors and scales – and 
bringing together diverse actors and institutions to build synergies in planning and implementation based 
on robust biophysical, sociocultural and economic evidence for achieving more effective and long-standing 
outcomes. In view of this therefore, all development practitioners or change-makers have an uphill task to 
gather information for evidence-based decision making vis-á-vis decision based evidence-making.

As we transition from piloting to programming, the SHARED team will continue to work together to advance 
capacities in process facilitation, data gathering and analytical protocols, the use of our testing criteria and 
rationalize the resilience indicators to assess progress toward the County Government resilience objectives
We wish to put into history the art of planning without credible information and data and envisage that this 
tool will provide a turn-around and a pedigree under which our energies and determination will be propelled 
so as to become competent followers and practitioners of SHARED even in our most risky and challenging 
contexts. In this regard, Turkana County will produce yet another “first” in Kenya.

Emathe Namuar 
Chief  Officer Finance and Economic Planning

Turkana County
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foreWord

Turkana County has firmly grasped the opportunities of devolution and decentralization 
to develop a future for its citizens that builds on their aspirations and overcomes 
constraints. It has been a privilege and a pleasure for the World Agroforestry Centre 
(ICRAF) to support this effort of the Turkana County Government, along with our partners 
UNICEF and the NDMA. The Stakeholder Approach for Risk Informed and Evidence 
Based Decision Making (SHARED) process, developed by ICRAF with help from its 
partners, aims to support the emergence of a resilient and productive future in Turkana 

On behalf of the National Drought Management Authority (NDMA), we feel that the 
SHARED partnership has been instrumental in better linking the Ending Drought 
Emergencies Pillars and Results with those of the Turkana County Integrated 
Development Plan through the inter-sectoral and inter-institutional planning.  Within 
the context of Pillar 6 on Knowledge Management, the partnership has provided a 
means of rationalizing  resilience indicators for Turkana County and providing a process 
for evidence based decision making for Resilience.  We feel that the SHARED approach 

On behalf of the UNICEF Kenya Country Team, we are delighted to be embarking on this 
exciting and innovative journey together to pioneer systems and processes to support 
decision-making in Turkana County.  Evidence based decisions coupled with strategic 
engagement by stakeholders and communities, families and individuals is fundamental 
to human rights centred design of development initiatives. We are confident that 
reinforcing these aspects will lead to joint, informed decisions that serve the right 
holders suitably within communities including children and adolescents.  Within the 

County. It does this by strengthening the capabilities of Turkana’s decision makers and stakeholders to 
process data, information and evidence in ways to make sure their decisions have greater positive impact 
now and in the long term. We look forward to continuing this important and exciting venture with the 
Turkana County Government and partners in the future, especially as they  integrate data collection and 
analysis into inclusive decision making processes.  Turkana County is leading the way for transformational 
initiatives to enhance resilience and will serve as an example for other counties in the ASALs and beyond.  

Ravi Prabhu
Deputy Director General for Research

World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF)

has proven its value as a pilot and look forward to its principles and tools being applied programmatically to 
support the Common Programming Framework in other ASAL counties.  We are grateful for our partnership 
with ICRAF, UNICEF and the Turkana County Government. 

Paul Obunde
Planning and Policy Manager

NDMA, Kenya

context of our Resilience Programming, we see the importance of linking the biophysical environment (land 
health) and the socio economic (wellbeing) environment towards long-term transformation for families in 
the ASALs so that not only are wise investments made for ensuring overall wellbeing but that the rights of 
children and adolescents are fulfilled in the long run.  Let me take this opportunity to reiterate our thanks to 
leaders and trail blazers in Turkana County, ICRAF and the NDMA who are involved in this transformative 
partnership via SHARED in Turkana. 

Madhavi Ashok
Deputy Representative

UNICEF Kenya
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ADP   – Annual Development Plan

CIDP  – County Integrated Development Plan

EDE   – Ending Drought Emergencies

EDE -MTP  – Ending Drought Emergencies Medium Term Plan

GoK  – Government of  Kenya

ICRAF   – World Agroforestry Centre

MTP   – Medium Term Plan

NDMA   – National Drought Management Authority

SHARED  – Stakeholder Approach to Risk Informed and Evidence Based Decision Making

WASH   – Water, Health and Sanitation 

acronymS

CBROP  – County Budget Review and Outlook Paper

PLWDs  – People Living with Disabilities

CFSP   – County Fiscal and Strategy Paper 

GIS-MIS  – Geographic Information Systems – Management Information System 

CEC   – County Executive Committee

IAC   – Inspection and Acceptance Committee

SDU   – Strategic Development Unit

IPSAS   – International Public Sector Accounting System

CLD   – Causal Loop Diagrams

AIE    – Applied Information Economics 

SDG   – Sustainable Development Goals

ASAL  – Arid and Semi Arid Lands

CGIAR  – Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
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Resilient landscapes and 
livelihoods are dependent on 
multi-sectoral governance 
approaches that span the 
interest boundaries of  actors of  
diverse cultural and institutional 
backgrounds, mandates and 
levels of  power (Kozar et al., 

2014; Neely et al., 2014). While inclusivity is 
key to facilitated multi-stakeholder processes, 
information that brings together economic, 
social and environmental evidence and that 
can be interpreted across various knowledge 
domains can level the negotiating playing field 
when it comes to prioritizing investments. 

Within this context, the World Agroforestry 
Centre (ICRAF) led Stakeholder Approach to 
Risk Informed and Evidence Based Decision 
Making (SHARED) process has been developed 
with an aim to shift decision-making culture 
at national and devolved levels, bridge sectors 
and institutions and accelerate resilience 
and sustainable development outcomes.  The 
SHARED process arose from the need for 
decision makers and stakeholders from various 
sectors, levels and affiliations to have a ‘space’ 
to interact with and interrogate evidence and to 
understand risks and development implications 
associated with potential investment options 
and decision outcomes.  

Background

The SHARED is a comprehensive framework 
tailored to specific decision needs, which brings 
together processes, evidence and tools to assist 
in shifting the decision paradigm towards more 
inclusive, inter-sectoral and inter-institutional 
integration. The novelty of the approach is a 
comprehensive facilitation to bring evidence 
and learning, build relationships and ensure 
evidence can be made available and critically 
evaluated and interpreted to inform the 
decision making processes. This targeted 
facilitation ensures cohesive communication 
across multiple institutions, political levels 
and knowledge systems to build capacity and 
evidence base as a continuously linked process 
within the same development outcome pathway. 

Within the Horn of  Africa as a result of  the 2011 
food crisis, there has been a strong push to 

enhance resilience in the dry-lands and to move 
to solutions, which can reduce the impacts of  
shocks and stresses. Indicative organizations 
and partnerships that have focused their efforts 
on this include the CGIAR Technical Consortium 
for enhancing resilience in the Horn of  Africa 
(funded by USAID), the Resilience Analysis Unit 
(RAU, FAO, UNICEF, and WFP), the Delivering 
as One UN Programme, the Global Alliance for 
Action for Drought Resilience in the Horn of  Africa 
supporting the Intergovernmental Authority 
on Development’s (IGAD) Regional Platform 
for Drought Resilience and Sustainability, 
the EU Programme to support the Horn of  
Africa’s Resilience (SHARE), along with many 
international and national NGOs, national and 
local authorities and others. 

introduction:
the Stakeholder 
approach to riSk 
informed and evidence 
BaSed deciSion making

1
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In Kenya, the National Drought 
Management Authority (NDMA) 
plays the leading role as 
the national Government of  
Kenya (GoK) focal point for 
the implementation of  the 
Ending Drought Emergencies 

Medium Term Plan (EDE-MTP), the dry-lands 
investment plan for Kenya. As such, they are 
mandated to exercise general supervision and 
coordination over all matters relating to drought 
management, and to be the principal instrument 
of  government in ensuring the delivery of  policies 
and strategies relating to drought management 
and climate change adaptation.  

UNICEF has also undertaken resilience 
programming for Kenya and developed a multi-
deprivation index for Kenya and Turkana County 
(insert multi-deprivation index).  Within the 
NDMA implementation strategy for Ending 
Drought Emergencies (EDE) Framework, UNICEF 
currently co-chairs the Human Capital pillar and 
engages in the Disaster Risk Management Pillar 
as well as the Knowledge Management Pillar. 
Furthermore, the Infrastructure Pillar details 
aspects on Water, Sanitation and Health (WASH), 
which pertains to UNICEF’s core mandate. This 
engagement requires decisions to be made on 
resource allocation and priority interventions 

to achieve specifically articulated resilience 
indicators. 

At the same time that the resilience agenda 
was being promoted in the Horn of  Africa and 
Kenya, the new constitution in Kenya mandated 
devolved governance to the county level and 
each county is responsible for the development 
and implementation of  their County Integrated 
Development Plan (CIDP) as well as establishing 
inclusive consultative processes in their 
planning.  Turkana County was the first county 
in Kenya to develop its CIDP with a mission to 
facilitate socio-economic transformation of  
Turkana through sustainable use of  resources 
to ensure a high quality of  life for its people.  
Turkana is also the pilot county for rolling out 
UNICEF’s resilience programming.  

It is against this backdrop that the Turkana 
County Government is now working with UNICEF, 
ICRAF and the National Drought Management 
Authority (NDMA) using the SHARED framework 
to support in evidence based decision-making 
within the context of  the County Integrated 
Development Plan (CIDP).  The Turkana County 
Government is aiming to use the framework for 
refining their decision making and allocation 
process for their annual development plans to 
include: 
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THE STAKEHOLDER APPROACH TO RISK-INFORMED AND 
EvIDENCE-BASED DECISION-MAKING (SHARED)

Constance Neely, developer of the ICRAF SHARED decision hub explains the process 

Tailored facilitation processes 
enable decision makers and 
stakeholders to interact with 
and interpret scientific and 
experiential evidence; integrate 
sectors, institutions and 

knowledge domains; identify, test and choose 
among context specific response options toward 
desired long term sustainable development 
impacts, which ensures that associated risks, 
capacities, trade-offs and implementation 
implications are taken into account. 

The SHARED process, used at county, national, 
and global levels, is comprised of  four inter-
related phases applied on a case-by-case basis in 
the context of  stakeholders and their resources 
to enhance awareness, equitable negotiation 
and the impact of  decisions taken.  Founded on 
an integrative approach, the SHARED framework 
brings actionable partnerships and technical 
and human resources, tools and skills to deliver 
impacts on the ground. 

SHARED is providing a guided 
framework to assist the Turkana 
County Government in the 
process of  rationalizing county 
plans and programs towards 
enhanced resilience.
The SHARED approach embraces 

complexity of  negotiation and decision-making 
such that: 

(i) decisions are underpinned by an 
understanding of  causal relationships; 

(ii) decisions are made through negotiation 
based on a strong evidence-based and risk-
informed foundation; and 

(iii) decision makers are able to explore 
alternative development trajectories for 
greater sustainable development returns on 
investment.

data, evidence and trends using the Resilience Diagnostic and Decision Support Tool developed 
by the ICRAF GeoScience Lab to determine priority landscape and livelihoods investments; 

collectively established criteria for testing allocations to maximize advances toward the county’s 
articulated development outcomes; and 

develop mechanisms for greater community engagement in data collection as well as its analysis 
and use in local decision making.  Using the SHARED process, the county is implementing a 
flagship approach for evidence based, inclusive decision-making and setting the benchmark for 
inclusive decision making across the 47 counties in Kenya.   

a) 

b) 

c) 

This document lays out the events, principles, processes and tools put in place to support a 
transformation in decision making for Turkana County that will enhance resilience and achieve its 
mission.
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          bridges different decision makers and priorities in a facilitated 
process to gain conceptual clarity and concrete steps towards achieving agreed 
outcomes. This includes a core focus on building capacity for integrating evidence into 
decision-making processes. The SHARED framework aims to assist decision makers 
understand wider linkages and implications of  decisions and multiple priorities. 

The four phases of SHARED which are applied on a case-by-case basis

Facilitate 
stakeholder 
discussions 
to understand 
decision-
making context

Clarify actors and 
‘owners’ of  decisions and 
rationalize desired outcomes

Collectively identify 
context relevant 
indicators of  
development success

Phase 2
Gather, 

integrate and 
analyze evidenceGather 

evidence 
and identify 
applicable 
analysis tools

Utilize appropriate 
tools to generate 
trends, causal relationships, 
scenarios, risks and trade-offs

Facilitate integration of  
evidence and knowledge 
domains 

3
Interactive, 

collaborative 
learning and testing 
of decision options

Integrate 
evidence and 
knowledge 
inputs

Query knowledge 
sources and 
interpret 
evidence

Facilitate multi-way 
structured interaction 
to test options

Phase 4
Action plan, 

implementation 
strategy and 

accompanying 
support structure

Agree on response plan for 
monitoring success indicators

Intended outputs:
• Implementation 

strategy to achieve 
decision outcomes

• Monitoring plan based 
on success indicators 
and strategy for rapid 

response

Phase 1
Understand 

context, establish 
desired outcomes 
and engagement 

plan

Create action 
plan and finalize 
implementation 
strategy – supporting 
information, 
resources and tools

Intended outputs: 
• Desired 

development vision 
and outcomes
• Stakeholder 

engagement strategy
• Anticipated success 

indicators

Intended outputs:
• Generate evidence 

from data and 
experience

• Tailored tools for 
decision application
• Integration among 
knowledge sources

Embedded learning and 
capacity for the decision 

making cycle

Continuous evaluation 
and review

Intended output: 
• Interactive learning 
to allow for selection 
of decisions options 

towards desired 
outcome
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UNICEF and the World Agroforestry Centre 
(ICRAF) along with the NDMA have partnered 
together under the SHARED program to 
provide capacity support to the Turkana County 
Government.  The partnership is applying the 
SHARED framework and principles to provide 
a guided framework to assist Turkana County 
Government in evidence based decision-making.  

The devolved Turkana County Government 
is implementing the County Integrated 
Development Plan (CIDP). SHARED through its 
tailored facilitation framework allows for the 
development of  an evidence-based process for 
enhancing the Annual Planning, Budgeting and 
investment processes to enhance resilience 
objectives in the County. The SHARED partnership 

with the Turkana County Government aims to 
enhance inclusive, evidence based and risk 
informed decision-making within the context 
of  programming toward resilience, and with 
cross-sectoral integration and scalability of  the 
process a key outcome. The SHARED process 
aims to highlight decision making as pivotal to 
achieving resilience, and especially critical at a 
County Government level as devolution rolls out 
it is the key mechanism to allow counties to move 
beyond incremental to transformational change. 
Through tailored capacity building and training 
in decision-making, it is envisioned through this 
process the Turkana County Government will be 
able to significantly enhance their application 
of  evidence for making investment and planning 
decisions.

TURKANA COUNTy GOvERNMENT – EvIDENCE FOR IMPLEMENTATION -  
THE COUNTy INTEGRATED DEvELOPMENT PLAN 

Pilot Time-line

MARCH   APRIL - AUGUST AUGUST 18 - 20 AUGUST - SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER

2
0
15

Building Resilience in the Horn of Africa

28-29 September

TURKANA COUNTy GOvERNMENT – EvIDENCE FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
-  THE COUNTy INTEGRATED DEvELOPMENT PLAN 
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A SHARED team from UNICEF Kenya County 
Office and ICRAF along with colleagues 
from Overseas Development Institute (ODI) 
and Cornell University visited various key 
stakeholders in Turkana in March 2015. The 
core aim of  the mission was: 

•	 To understand the decision making 
structures in place within the County for 
CIDP and Annual Development Plans

•	 To understand sectoral priorities for 
investment allocations

•	 To assess the sources and needs for 
information to support evidence for decision 
making (including needs for digitization of  
available historical data)

•	 Host consultations with key decision actors 
to demonstrate the SHARED process 
and various interactive evidence based 
tools available including the potential for 
application of  the resilience diagnostic and 
decision support tool 

The scoping mission to Turkana confirmed that 
there is a relative lack of  interaction between 
the many different data sets in Turkana, and 
limited consideration of  risk in planning. 
Resolving this would allow better multi-sectoral 
and risk-informed investments to be made in 
operationalizing the Turkana County Integrated 
Development Plan (CIDP). The SHARED 
team with County government, development 
agencies and other stakeholders agreed that a 
decision support process under the SHARED 
framework would be valuable.  This would 
specifically include a tool that integrates data 
across multiple sectors to understand risks 
and vulnerabilities through interactive real-
time visualisation of  data in order to support 
planning and investment decisions taken by 
the County Government and its partners. The 
scoping visit was followed up by an individual 
visit by Dr Tor Vagen from ICRAF Geoscience 
Lab in April 2015 to engage key stakeholders 
for individual demonstrations of  the beta 
version of  the diagnostic dashboard as well as 
scoping for additional data sources. 

Scoping Mission to Turkana County - March 2015

RESILIENCE ANALYSIS AND DECISION SUPPORT

Team members from NDMA, SHED, UNICEF, ICRAF, Cornell 
University and the Overseas Development Institute, with the Rt. 
Hon. Geoffrey Eyanae Kaituko, Office of  the Speaker, Turkana 
County Assembly.

Turkana Scoping 
Mission
2-6 March 2015

We need a 
tool to help us 
make decisions 
that will have 
an impact on 
outcomes - 
despite the 
risks that 
Turkana faces.
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Attending the consultations were:
•	 Men and women
•	 Elders and young persons
•	 Agro-pastoralists, farmers, 

enterprise holders
•	 Local leaders and decision 

makers

Attending were representatives of:
•	 WFP, FAO, IOM
•	 National Drought Management 

Authority
•	 District Livestock Marketing Council 

(DLMC)
•	 NGO's including: Save the Children, 

World Vision, OXFAM

There are capacities that local 
people and communities have, ones 
that allow them to withstand shocks, 
and we should capture these. 

Consultation with 
community members 

in Turkwell, Loima District

The wearer of  the shoe knows where 
it pinches...

Interviews and meetings 
with key stakeholders  

We’re living in exciting times. We need 
to make sure resources go where they’re 
needed.

It’s like you need a cap, but you’re given a shoe. With 
the right information, we can get what’s needed. 

Meetings with Turkana 
County Government

Turkana County Executive Committee, including 
the County Secretary and County Chief  Officers

County Assembly

Office of  the Speaker

Ministry of  Agriculture

Ministry of  Finance and Planning

Data management team - Finance and Planning 
Commission

Agencies come and go, and often leave with 
the project and the skills.

Information is power. We can use it to 
support local preferences and priorities, 
rather than outside ideas of  what 
development should look like. 

If  we could bring data together, we could 
solve problems together - for example, 
we could show the importance of  water 
to all sectors.

Scoping Mission to Turkana County - March 2015

Evidence into decision making for resilience planning – Capacity building on decision making and tool demonstration 
workshop – August 18 – 20 2015
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evidence into deciSion 
making WorkShop

Evidence into decision making for resilience planning workshop August 18 – 20 2015

key participantS

ASAL Directorate

UNICEF (National and County Level)

ICRAF – SHARED team and scientists

Other IGOs as visitors (UNDP, WFP and the Technical Consortium)

National Drought Management Authority (National and County Level)

• Finance and Economic Planning
• Statistics and data management
• Health Services
• Pastoral Economies
• Agriculture, Water and Irrigation
• Energy, Environment and Natural Resources
• Economic Advisor to the Governor

Turkana County Government

2
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Ravi Prabhu - ICRAF Deputy Director General
Madhavi Ashok – UNICEF Acting Representative of Kenya Country Office

Emathe Namuar - Turkana County Chief Officer – Planning & Finance
Brian Mutie - M&E officer on behalf of Paul Obunde, NDMA Planning and Policy Manager

Clarify capacity development priorities for integrating evidence, expertise and risk in 
decision-making.

Consider and interact with negotiation and decision making processes and tools for 
accelerating overall impact;

Discuss priority resilience and development outcomes across actors;

Demonstrate tools and processes that take into account causal relationships, evidence and 
risk in support of achieving CIDP and EDE-MTP Pillar Outcomes;

Gather insights on the tools and processes through interactive demonstrations and 
facilitated sessions to clearly understand how to refine them for improving user support;

Discuss information/data quality, needs, access, and management.

oBjectiveS
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TURKANA COUNTy ExAMPLE: DEMONSTRATING POTENTIAL LINKAGES FOR 
DECISION PRIORITIES

A view to integrating evidence, risk, and causality into decision processes and tools to 
achieve resilience and development outcomes.

Further refinement of the processes and tools to meet decision maker needs and priorities. 

Recommendations on data/information quality, access and management. 

Next Steps to move from Piloting to Programming.

expected outcomeS

As the schematic illustrates multiple sustainable 
development targets exists at a global, national 
and County level. The necessary interventions 
and decisions needed to progress towards 
these targets needs to appreciate the underlying 

fundamental support and resource base provided 
by the natural ecosystem. The example shows 
this in detail including the human-environmental 
linkages and direct and indirect users of  the 
ecosystems.

Ms. Madhavi Ashok (Acting Representative, UNICEF Kenya) meeting Agnes Mana from 
Ministry of Health Services and Sanitation, Turkana County Government

UNICEF and ICRAF workshop participants
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GLOBAL GOALS AND TARGETS

KENyA vISION 2030

TURKANA COUNTy SECTORS: FINANCE AND ECONOMIC PLANNING

ENDING DROUGHT EMERGENCy PILLARS

Land Health 
(UNCCD targets)

Climate change 
adaption & 
mitigation 
(UNFCCC 
targets)

Biological 
diversity (CBD 
Aichi targets)

Water quality & 
quantity (G'A'F)

Food security & 
nutrition

International 
Treaty Plant 

Genetic 
Resources & 

CCRFA

Sustainable 
development 
goals 1-17

PEACE & 
SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE HUMAN CAPITAL DISASTER RISK 

MANAGEMENT
KNOWN EDGE 
MANAGEMENT

LIVELIHOODS

TURKANA COUNTy INTEGRATED 
DEvELOPMENT PLAN (CIDP)

INDIRECT MANAGERS, 
USERS & INFLUENCERS
•	 Business & Industry
•	 CBOs/Social Movements/

NGOs
•	 Consumers
•	 Development Actors
•	 Educators
•	 IGOs
•	 Local & National 

Government
•	 NR Users & Managers
•	 Planners
•	 Science & Technology
•	 Traders & Processors

DIRECT NATUARAL 
RESOURCE MANAGER 
& USERS
•	 Agro-pastoralists
•	 Farmers
•	 Fisher Folk
•	 Miners
•	 Pastoralists

To create a globally competitive and prosperous nations with a high quality of  life by 2030, 
that aims to transform Kenya into a newly industrializing, middle-income country providing 
a high quality of  life to all its citizens by 2030 in a clean and secure environment. The vision 
is anchored on three key pillars; economic,, social and political governance

SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
AND 

ECOLOGICAL DRIvERS

INFLUENCES 
AND 

BENEFITS

REGULATING SERvICES
(Climate, Moderations of 
Extreme Events, Water 

Flows, Waste Treatment, 
Erosion Prevention, Soil 

Fertility, Pollination)

CULTURAL AND 
AMENITy SERvICES

(Recreation and 
Tourism, Culture, 

Learning)
HABITAT SERvICES
(Wildlife and genetic 

resources)

PROvISIONING 
SERvICES

(Food, Raw Materials 
(Oil), Genetic, 

Medicinal, and Water)

UNDERPINNING 
ECOSySTEM 

PROCESS/FUNCTION

Water 
CyCling

BiologiCal 
Diversity

energy 
FloW

Mineral/
nutrient 
CyCling

vISION:   A prosperous, 
peaceful and just county 
with an empowered 
community enjoying equal 
opportunities.

MISSION:  To facilitate socio-
economic transformation of  
Turkana through sustainable use 
of  resources to ensure a high 
quality of  life for the people of  
Turkana County

Land, Physical 
Planning & Urban 

Areas

Transport, Roads, 
Housing & Public 

Works

Education, Human 
Resources, 

Development, Culture, 
Social Services

Tourism, Trade & 
Industry

Public Service, 
Decentralization, 

Disaster Management

Governance & 
Leadership

Pastoral Economy 
& Fisheries

Water Services, 
Irrigation & 
Agriculture

Energy, Environment 
& NRM

Health Services & 
Sanitation
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introduction

T21 is used for medium-to-long term perspectives, making it complementary to CGE models. 
CGE models have generally a strictly economic focus and do not cover the aspects of  society and 
environment that are relevant for comprehensive and long-term planning.

Finally, you should be able to run scenarios, modify the structure of the model and carry out 
policy analysis, all using a graphical user interface – with no coding.

To achieve this, a dynamic, quantitative and transparent planning tool called Threshold 21 
(T21) model has been developed by the Millennium Institute..

This is uniquely customized for the long-term integrated development planning as well as 
carrying out scenario analyses of adaptation options under uncertainty in Kenya.

The model allows the cost of adaptation to be quantified, which is a prerequisite for 
attracting much needed financing for adaptation. 

T21 can serve as a complementary tool to other budgetary models and other short-medium 
term planning tools.

Imagine a simulation model, customized to your country, that allows you to use inputs from 
other models and simulate social, economic and environmental impacts of, among others, 
temperature and rainfall cycles.

Then, imagine the same model allowing you to use county specific data to support county 
development plans and inform budget allocation to support CIDP identified programs. This 
model should be well regarded by economists, social and environmental experts, and still be 
used by policy makers!

• Econometric Models (EM), 
• Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) and
• Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models, making it an essential complement to them.

It harnesses the strengths of other tools such as:

• It incorporates sections from these and other sector models into its overall 
framework to draw on high quality modelling work; or 

• Uses outputs from these models as inputs into certain sectors.

introduction to 
SyStem dynamicS and 
the threShold 21
cleopuS WangomBe 
Steve arquitt 

2.1
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Baseline Simulation and Historical Data

HIV and Poverty

Total Population

Age Cohorts 1998

Age Cohorts 1990

Adult Literacy Rate

Infant Mortality

Life Expectancy

Total Fertility Rate

Agriculture Production

Total Real Investment

Public Investment

Household Consumption

Grain Yield

Real GDP

Service Production

Industry Production

Public Foreign Debt

Coal Production

Prop. under Poverty

AIDS Orphans

Annual HIV Infection

HIV Adult Prevalence

Oil Imports

Hydro Power Generation

Pop. under Poverty

Social Economic Environment & 
Resources

1

0.85

0.7

0.55

0.4
1990  1994   1998    2002   2006     2010     2014     2018    2020

Millennium Development Goals

Target: Achieve universal primary education

Young adult literacy rate

young adult literacy rate [FEMALE] : history\MDGGoal   Dmnl
young adult literacy rate [FEMALE] : history\base   Dmnl
young adult literacy rate [MALE] : history\MDGGoal   Dmnl
young adult literacy rate [MALE] : history\base   Dmnl

T21 has been validated 
through a variety 
of tests, including 

effective simulation of 
historical data

T21 integrates 
economic, social, and 
environmental factors 
in its analysis. Each 
sphere is divided 
into sectors, and 

each sector is further 
divided into modules

T21 provides insight 
into the potential 

impact of development 
policies across sectors, 

and reveals how 
different strategies 
interact with one 
another, enabling 
planners to create 

effective approaches 
to achieving their goals 

and objectives

T21 is especially useful 
for preparing poverty 
reduction strategies 

that emphasizes 
the MDGs, and for 

monitoring progress 
towards the goals

Policy Intervention Simulation Results

Real Per Capita Income   MK94/(Year*Person) 
Total Population     Person
NonRenewable Resources Remaining   Percent

2002    2004     2006     2008      2010      2012     2014     2018    2020

HIV Reduction

Government Deficit

Government 

Foreign Grants and Loans

Domestic Revenues

Leverage Points

Agriculture Extensions

Micro Credits
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the threShold 21 approach

Stephen Ngugi, Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, demonstrates the Kenya T21 to workshop participants. 

Highlights inter-sectoral feedbacks

Calibrated against history to provide reality checks

Transparent and easy to use

Has been used as a basis of the Kenya Medium Term Plan II

Adapted to priority goals and vision for each individual country based on 
its own data, structure, and patterns of activity

• Based on existing sector analyses
• Reflects observed real world relations
• Analyzes cross-sector links and feedback loops

System dynamics methodology

• Economic -- SAM, key market balances, and production
• Social -- dynamics in population, health, HIv/AIDS, education
• Environmental -- area specific issues and information

Composed of three main pillars
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METHODOLOGy

APPROACH METHODOLOGy

ARCHITECTURE OF T21
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•	 Estimation of  the investments required to reach available stated targets
•	 Estimation of  the impact of  selected existing and planned interventions
•	 Review of  key policy options to reach sectoral and macro targets:

TIME HORIZON

•	 Mandates
•	 Incentives
•	 Capital investment

analySiS methodS

t21 fitS into planning toolkitS

•	 Provide Macro Balances, MTEF, IFI discussions
•	 Short term -- need longer-term, x-sector validation

Macro models

•	 SAM, Detailed relations, Optimum effects
•	 Comparative static -- need more transparent paths 

CGE Models

•	 Long term, Cross sector links, Transparent results
•	 Not as detailed, builds on local data and input from other tools

Threshold 21
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•	 Review of  existing macro and sectoral targets
•	 Identification of  key four key sectors 
•	 Definition of  scenarios (identifying key assumptions/drivers)
•	 Identification of  key sectoral interventions (investments and policies)

analySiS - key inputS

•	 The T21-Kenya model integrates the analysis of  the risks and impacts of  climate change 
across the major sectors and informs coherent national development policies that encourage 
sustainable development, poverty eradication, and increased well-being of  vulnerable groups, 
especially women and children, within the context of Vision 2030.

•	 In addition, it also serves to translate vision 2030 including its Medium Term Plans (MTPs) 
and the National Climate Change Response Strategy (NCCRS) into practical actions.

•	 The T21 Kenya is composed of  50 modules. (A module is a piece of  the T21 model whose 
internal mechanisms can be understood in isolation from the rest of  the model, but is linked 
to the other modules)

•	 The T21’s modules are grouped into 18 sectors: 6 social sectors, 6 economic sectors, and 6 
environmental sectors. (A sector is a group of  one or more modules related by their functional 
scope)

kenya t21 national module

The T21 Kenya is composed of 50 modules grouped into 18 sectors: 6 social, 6 economic and 6 environmental sectors
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preliminary cauSal loop diagramS (cld'S) for turkana

cauSal loop diagramS (cldS) – a tool for SyStemS thinking
Causal loop diagrams (CLDs) communicate a 
dynamic hypothesis, an explanation of  how the 
elements of  a system might interact to produce 
a behaviour of  interest.  CLDs are part of  the 
system dynamics modelling process and are 
often used to develop hypotheses to guide the 
development of  formal, testable mathematical 
models. They are also often used to communicate 
the underlying structure of  formal models such 
as T-21.

The tools used to make CLDs are simple and 
consist of:

Causal linkages between system elements. 
These are always unidirectional indicating 
direction of  causality. Each link is assigned a 

polarity, either positive or negative.  If  positive, a 
change in the independent variable (the variable 
at the base of  the arrow) tends to cause change 
in the same direction in the dependent variable 
(the variable at the point of  the arrow), for 
example, if  the independent variable increases, 
the dependent variable will increase – all 
else being equal. If  negative, a change in the 
independent variable tends to cause change 
in the opposite direction in the dependent 
variable. When interpreting the causal linkages 
it’s important to adhere to the “all else being 
equal” principle. In the real world any number 
of  factors may be causing a variable to change.

feedBack loopS

Thinking in terms of  loops is critical. There 
are two types of  feedback loops: reinforcing 
feedback, and balancing feedback loops. 
Reinforcing loops generate growth or collapse. 
Balancing loops resist change in the system 
state. Delays within the feedback loops are very 
important in system dynamics. 

Enhancing education, in particular 
for females, may be a high leverage 
policy for resilience. Educated 
women tend to have fewer children 
on average and will be more 
successful in securing employment 
or in business ventures. A more 
educated pastoral population may 
be able to secure alternative or 
complementary livelihood options. 

Both processes would encourage keeping children 
in school. By the same token, education may enable 
pastoralist to more effectively manage pastoral 
systems, effectively raising the intrinsic carrying 
capacity of  the pasture. Education tends to be self-

reinforcing as well. Educated adults typically want 
their children to be educated as well (feed back loop 
R4).

This CLD is far from complete, certainly there are 
many important factors that could be brought into 
the diagram, for example, the development of  oil 
and gas and transportation infrastructure in Turkana 
will impact environmental quality, available pasture, 
and potentially remove children from school as they 
seek work opportunities. The CLD at this stage should 
be considered a scoping stage model intended to 
facilitate a learning process through iterations of  
discussion, debate and revision.

The CLD in the figures below were influenced by 
well-known systems archetypes, principles and 
assumptions included in the T-21 model, and 
work done by other researchers.  The CLD is at 
an early stage of  development and is intended 
to serve here as an example. 

Pastoralist
population
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+

+
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-
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A scoping mission to Turkana County carried out 
in March 2015 led to the identification of  a case 
study under the Ministry of  Roads, Transport, 
Housing and Public Works that would serve as 
a pilot for decision analysis. The participatory 
decision modelling case for Turkana County 
focuses on assessing the economic investment 
of  using alternative technology to upgrade the 

turn-off  from the Lodwar-Kalokol (D348) road 
to Eliye Springs labeled as road E1354 (Figure 
1). The 55 km road E1354 (Figure 2) had been 
selected and funds allocated after a procedural 
prioritisation process which was an integral part 
of  the county planning process (Turkana County 
Chief  Officer for Roads, Emmanuel Ekai). 

Figure 1. Road E1354 to Eliye Springs, seen from the D348 turn-off.

Background

deciSion analySiS:  
turkana county road 
caSe Study 
upgrading road e1354 to eliye SpringS 
uSing alternative technology 

2.2

eike luedeling, caroline muchiri 
& emmanual ekai 
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The alternative technologies presented for analysis included two surfacing options:

•	 Bitumen Standard Roads/ Climate Proof  surfacing
•	 TriAx Grid stabilisation 

These alternatives were assessed against a baseline of  standard grading and gravelling (the 
technology that has been used so far), estimated to cost Ksh 100 million.

Figure 2. Map of the road from Lodwar to Eliye Springs. Improvement is envisaged for the section between the turn-off 
from road D348 and Eliye Springs. The inset map shows the location of the area within Kenya

The tourism and hospitality 
industry has great potential on 
the shores of  Lake Turkana, and 
Eliye Springs Resort provides a 
good example. For this reason, 
the Turkana County Government 
under a public-private partnership 
is planning to establish a resort 
city to tap into the unexploited 
opportunities at the lakeside 
for providing accommodation 
and other hospitality services. 

serves local and foreign tourists from Lodwar 
as well as the local people living around the 
springs. Presently, there are few tourists visiting 
Eliye Springs Resort but this situation could 
improve significantly even before the resort city 
is established, if  infrastructure is developed. 
The Turkana County government promised to 
improve the road network during the 2014-2015 
financial year to open access to tourist attraction 
sites and boost the county’s economy. Besides 
tourists, local residents would likely benefit from 
road improvement, for example through better 
access to markets for fish or livestock products. 
Residents would also gain better access to 
services, such as health care and education.

Upgrading this road could help fast-track the 
achievement of  this objective because it is 
one of  two major routes to get to the western 
shores of  Lake Turkana from Lodwar town. It 
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oBjective

methodology

A three day stakeholder workshop 
held in Lodwar, Turkana County 
from 11th to 13th August 2015 
(Figure 3) gathered a group of  
10 participants together with 
the decision analysis team from 
ICRAF. On the first day, ICRAF’s 
decision analyst presented the 
concept of  decision analysis, 
clarified the decision question 
and elicited opinions on it from 

the participants. For the following two days, 
participants jointly developed the business 
model for the road improvement, as well as being 
subjected to calibration training. This training 
aimed to enable them to correctly assess their 
own uncertainty about unknown variables in 
quantitative terms (e.g. when they said they 
were 90% sure of  something, they should be 
right 90% of  the time). Participants learnt how 
to assess and quantify their own uncertainty in 
order to provide calibrated estimates for the 
probability distributions of  all the uncertain 
variables in the model.

Building the model was done in a brainstorming 
session by delineating the potential positive 
(benefits) and negative impacts (costs) of  

the decision. Participants also gathered the 
potential risks associated with the decision, 
risks that might affect particular project benefits 
and mitigating factors which would prevent or 
reduce the negative effects. All these important 
factors were listed for each of  the 5 identified 
stakeholder groups:

 1  Residents of Turkana

 2   Tourism-related businesses

 3   Local business community

 4  Pastoralists

 5  Fisher-folk 

After eliciting calibrated expert estimates for all 
input variables of  the model and consolidating 
them into group estimates, the decision analyst 
coded the model, ran it as a Monte Carlo 
simulation (many model runs with varying input 
values) and presented the preliminary results at 
the demonstration workshop.

The decision-modelling workshop 
aimed to evaluate the business case 
for using alternative technology 
for the road upgrade, under 
full consideration of  risks and 
uncertainties, and taking account 

of  all major associated costs and benefits. The 
decision analysis approach for this case was 
based on the principles of  Applied Information 
Economics (AIE), a business decision support 
methodology developed by Hubbard Decision 
Research, a consulting firm based in the United 
States. It comprehensively considers all the 
potential costs and benefits of  the proposed 

road improvement and their distributions among 
the different stakeholder groups that would be 
affected, in order to evaluate the overall impact 
of  the project. This assessment also includes all 
the risks and uncertain variables associated with 
the investments in order to realistically forecast 
all the possible project outcomes. The decision 
modelling outcomes will provide guidance to the 
county on the value of  the proposed project and 
expose risks that should be mitigated in order 
to increase the chance of  success. The model 
can also be instrumental in monitoring and 
evaluation of  the road improvement project if  
this new technologies are to be implemented. 
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Figure 3. Participants of the model building workshop.

The model that was produced from 
expert inputs included sub-models 
for simulating specific decision 
impacts on various stakeholders. 
For example, the pastoralist sub-

model considered the negative consequences 

of  environmental impacts, the value of  grazing 
land lost to development, theft, accidents, price 
increases, better marketing opportunities, 
better access to services and improved chances 
of  employment outside the household’s pastoral 
activities (Figure 4).

preliminary reSultS
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Figure 5. Net Present value for different stakeholders of using PvC grid (TriAx) technology to upgrade the road to Eliye 
Springs in Turkana County.

Model results indicated almost certain benefits 
for several stakeholder groups, including fisher-
folk, pastoralists, local businesses and, at least 

for the bitumen option the tourism industry 
(Figure 5 and Figure 6)

Figure 6. Net Present value for different stakeholders of using tarmac to upgrade the road to Eliye Springs in Turkana 
County.
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Figure 7. Probability distribution for the Net Present value of impacts on residents of Turkana outside of the target area 
of using tarmac (left) or PvC grid technology (right) for improving the road to Eliye Springs in Turkana County.

Positive values in these figures indicate net 
benefits for the respective groups. Unfortunately, 
the residents of  the greater Turkana County did 
not stand to benefit, but would instead likely 
face substantial losses for both technologies 
(Figure 7). These losses arise from the county 

government bearing the costs of  the road 
improvements, which did not seem to be 
offset by increased tax revenue. This situation 
may make it unlikely for the use of  alternative 
technology to gain sufficient support in the 
county government.

Figure 7. Probability distribution for the Net Present value of all stakeholders outside of the target area of using tarmac 
(left) or PvC grid technology (right) for improving the road to Eliye Springs in Turkana County.

Adding up the monetized outcomes for all 
stakeholders indicated that the business case 
was not clear, but given the current state of  

uncertainty, the chance of  net losses was 
greater than the chance of  gains (Figure 8).
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Given that most of  the Turkana County residents 
stand to gain little from the government’s 
investing in alternative technology to upgrade 
this road, it seems unlikely that such projects 
will emerge as a priority for the county. While the 
model used here is very simple, it likely captures 

the major impacts that road improvement could 
have. Results were so clear, that it is unlikely that 
a more complex model, or more data collection 
will change the overall conclusion that the 
business case for using alternative technology 
for this road is weak.

Feedback from the participants on their 
perceptions about the utility of  the tool and 
application to their work was elicited. Most of  the 
participants appreciated the tool’s usefulness 
in making informed decisions among several 
alternative investments and programs in the 

county. However, some participants felt that the 
approach is too complex to learn and apply, is a 
long, tedious and very involving exercise. Others 
thought that the approach didn’t seem to be a 
bottom-up process with full representation of  all 
stakeholder groups.

feedBack on the deciSion analySeS proceSS

projectS for Which deciSion modeling could Be 
applied in turkana county

The following investments/projects were listed as potential candidates for decision modelling by 
representatives from the County government:

•	 The sports stadium

•	 Public university

•	 Lodwar international airport

•	 Relief  projects

•	 Water aquifer development projects

•	 Irrigation infrastructure projects

•	 Oil rig investments

•	 Pastoral conservancies (communal lands)

•	 Kitale-Lodwar road

•	 Livestock development investments – abattoirs
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ICRAF senior scientist Eike Luedeling presenting on the decision analysis 
methodology

Turkana Chief Officer for Ministry of Transport, Roads & Public Works Emmanual Ekai presenting on the decision 
analysis case
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Attended an evidence into decision making for resilience planning – it was an insightful 
event. The networks that could be tapped intersectorally, training on the SHARED tools, 
I learned the real value of  consultation and applying evidence in decision making and I 
met great people in the process.  
I learned about decision tools and many adult learning techniques.  
We were consulting on how best we can embrace decision aiding tools to make evidence 
based interventions.

 I attended a seminar on resilience in Turkana County which was very valuable to me.  
Being inspired by leaders and policy makers, feeling my job is worthwhile, creating 
history with partners on resilience impact, I learned what it is to share knowledge 

through SHARED, Evidence based decision making and tools is key to realizing priority 
results for the county. 

I was at ICRAF studying decision diagnostic tools, planning for Turkana County with 
partners, ICRAF, UNICEF and NDMA,  I learned better ways of  making decisions. 

 Reflected on how I have been making decisions in my organization.  Enlightened and 
enhanced.  I expanded my knowledge on decision making and parameters to keep in 

mind.  Discussed resilience with lots of cool colleagues from Turkana. 

 I had a learning retreat on collaborative county governance and decision making. 

 I have learned very new things and the team has done a very wonderful job which was 
very participative and educative. 

Supported Turkana County decision making and diagnostic analysis tool and co-
learning. Systematic development planning process

hoW Would you deScriBe the evidence into deciSion 
making capacity Building WorkShop?

 I attended a seminar on resilience in Turkana County which was very valuable to me.  
Being inspired by leaders and policy makers, feeling my job is worthwhile, creating 
history with partners on resilience impact, I learned what it is to share knowledge 

through SHARED, Evidence based decision making and tools is key to realizing priority 
results for the county. 

WorkShop feedBack2.3
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facilitation feedBack

Thanks to the 
organizers for this 

support.

Thanks for 
everything and being 

involved. 

 I didn’t even blink 
in case I missed 

something
- thank you. 

Really 
appreciate the 

training and thanks 
to the organizers for 

your support.

 Very valuable days 
-thank you.

Thank you 
for most excellent 
facilitation, I have 

learned a lot.  It was 
an insightful 

event.  

Your 
presentation 

techniques were very 
good. 

Loved the diverse 
activities for the 
entire process.  

Facilitators 
were very  much 
conversant with 

the subject of 
discussion.  

An interesting 
relevant workshop, 
ably facilitated and 

very informative.

Change is gradual 
and let us not give 
up on pushing this 
agenda forward. 
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guideBook to taking deciSionS3
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taBle of contentS

3.1  The nature of  decision making

3.2   Exercise 1 - Establishing Viewpoints of  Decision Makers

3.3   Exercise 2 - The Nature of  ‘our’ Decision Making

3.4   Exercise 3  - Cross sectoral planning

3.5   Exercise 4  - Mapping what we know spatially

3.6  Exercise 5 - Causal Mapping

3.7   Exercise 6 - Enlightened decision making

3.8   Decision Cycle Revisions for Turkana County
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 
their associated targets require an inter-sectoral 
approach taking into account economic, 
environmental and socio-cultural dimensions.  
Because of  the inter-relatedness of  the issues 
threatening society and nature as well as the 
solutions to be implemented, decision-making 
frameworks such as the Holistic Decision 
Making Framework (Savory with Butterfield 

1999) are gaining greater attention.   Shifting 
decision-making paradigms also involves 
awareness of  the many influencing aspects that 
affect a human’s decision making capacity.  The 
graphic below summarizes a number of  those 
influencing factors that facilitated processes 
for evidence-based decision-making must bear 
in mind. 

Neely, 2013

World View

 Well-being Internal Drivers

Uncertainty

Information & Discernment

Fears & Over Confidence

Power

What 
Influences 
Decision 
making?

•Apriori ideas
•Existing narratives
•Level of awareness
•Mental models 

•Optimistic bias 
•Inflated beliefs
•Self-confidence
•Fear of mistakes 

or missing out

•Openess to change
•values

•Motivation
•Passion

•Level of trust

•Media
•Information 

presentation style
•Intuitive or analytical

•Capabilities
•Access to information

•Leaning style
•Capacity to absorb 

information

•Short term vs 
long term

•Perception of/comfort 
with risk

•Comparisons
•Conflicting choices
•Regrets vs no regrets 

options
•Complexity

•Social bonds
•Honesty
•Interest

•Presence of an expert
•Group size

•Dimension of persuasion in 
play

•Money on the table
•Peer pressure

•Mood and emotional state
•Food serotonin level

•Sleep level

Reference:  Neely, C. 2013.  The Nature of Decision Making, Eye Opening Lecture, Presentation to the World Agroforestry Centre Global Science Week, 2013, 

Nairobi Kenya.

Reference:  Savory, A. with Butterfield, J. 1999.  Holistic Management: A new framework for decision making.  Island Press. 640 pp.

Reference:  Shiv, B.  2013. How to make better decisions.  Stanford Graduate School of Business. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SS4F1U5FuNM

Spetzler, C. Strategic Decisions Group, Standford University.

the nature of deciSion 
making

3.1
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preScriptive
(How one should make decisions)

multi-party
Decision Making

Singular
Decision Making

deScriptive
(How humans actually make decisions)

“When one pits rational against the emotional mind, the emotions win, 
rationalizing trumps rationale” - Baba Shiv

rationaliSing

rationale

Framework after Carl Spetzler 
SDRM Stanford

Such influencing factors are taken into account 
as Spetzler juxtaposes the concepts of  rationale 
in decision making (prescriptive) versus 
rationalizing (descriptive) in multi-party versus 
singular decision making.  Baba Shiv’s quote as 
embedded in the graphic underscores that the 

emotional mind typically trumps the rational 
mind.  For this reason, data and evidence in 
both singular and multi-party decision making 
must be available and readily understood, 
paying close attention to interpretation to avoid 
rationalization. 
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Human decision-making is typically driven by 
objectives, rarely taking into account the root 
cause dynamic or with a holistic sense of  the 
specific context and clearly articulated outcomes 
(e.g. landscape health, human well being).  
Thus, decisions are usually taken in an ad-hoc 
fashion and are based on the emotional state 
as mentioned as well as available data, peer 

Evidence shows that the future is still difficult or too abstract for many to articulate.  Savory with 
Butterfield (1999) has used the term holistic context to describe the long-term goal that could be 
articulated to serve as a “target” for testing decisions against. 

This includes three components:  

•	 The quality of  life that is desired; 
•	 What has to be in place to cause the desired quality of  life to be achieved; and 
•	 What does our foundational natural ecosystem and our own behaviour have to be to support 

and sustain this in the long term.  

With this well described, testing criteria can be used to guide decision-making.   An example of  a 
long term goal or holistic context for the dry-lands is overleaf.

hiStorical deciSion making

Usually single issue problem solving

Often a one-off or isolated approach 
to decision making not necessarily 
linked to future vision

Supply separated from demand or 
power-based demand as driver for 
decisions

Research, knowledge and practice not 
synced purposefully for impact

Enhanced understanding of the National, 
County, Sub-County and community level 
political and institutional landscape and 
causal patterns

evolved deciSion making

More clarity on the future we want

Clear attention to achieving resilience 
objectives, sustainable returns on 
investment including associated risks 

Navigating the priorities 
with a recognition of their 
interconnectedness 

Desire to balance, optimize or win on 
the priorities across scales

A role for boundary spanners in 
transformative change for facilitating 
spaces for co-learning

pressure, personal relationships, experience, 
intuition, values, , urgency, self  interest, among 
others.  And, yet, human decision-making is at 
the base of  the behavioral changes that would 
be needed to meet sustainable development or 
resilience outcomes.   Changes in how humans 
take decisions over time are shown in the Figure 
below. 

Neely, 2013 
Reference: Neely, C. 2013. The Nature of Decision Making, Eye Opening Lecture, Presentation to the World Agroforestry 

Centre Global Science Week, 2013, Nairobi Kenya.
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“By 2030, the dry-lands of  Africa and the men, women and children who live 
in and depend upon them will be recognized and valued by all for their critical 
contribution to the sustainable livelihoods of  rural and urban communities and 

provision of  ecosystem services and global public goods including the mitigation 
and adaptation to climate change.”  

“The natural resource base will be characterized by functional water, carbon and 
nutrient cycles, increased soil health (and land cover), biological diversity and 

sustainable energy capture and production through the integrated management 
of  appropriate indigenous and new varieties of  crops and grasses, livestock, 

trees, and wildlife and optimised to benefit the people they support (sustainable 
livelihoods, nutrition, markets) and self-sufficient.” 

“Women and men including youth and elders in pastoral, agro-pastoral 
and agricultural communities will be competent, confident and committed; 
organized to implement and enjoy equitable benefit sharing; and have food, 

nutrition, energy, land and personal security to support thriving livelihoods and 
contribute to global goals and initiatives.”

  “Enlightened (sensitized, educated, informed through evidence) global, 
regional, national and local decision makers, leaders and institutions, investors 

and donors, and research, education and development actors will be aligned 
across levels and among sectors and pro-actively committed long-term to the 

broader integrating the dry-lands into national economic and development 
policies, practices and processes for achieving sustainable food, nutrition and 
energy producing landscapes that are socially and economically equitable and 

culturally appropriate within the context of the population.”

an example of a long term goal or 
holiStic context for the dry-landS:
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deciSion making
in turkana county

Taking decisions toward resilience and sustainable 
development priorities results in nesting different 
visions, planning scenarios and decision making 
at multiple levels.  For example in the Figure below, 
the Turkana County Vision, Mission and Sectors 
are nested within the Kenya Vision 2030 and the 
international multi-lateral agreements and SDGs 
while being aligned with the national level agency 
(NDMA) Ending Drought Emergency Pillars.  The 
graphic demonstrates that in order for each of  

The following sections describe a set of  SHARED 
decision support exercises that can be utilized 
together or independently to build targeted 
capacity for decision-making towards resilience 
outcomes. The exercises are briefly described and 
are explained in more detail through the example 
of  the Evidence into Decision making for Resilience 

these levels to achieve their intended outcomes, 
they must be underpinned by a productive 
and resilient landscape based on functioning 
ecosystem processes and services.  Lastly, the 
graphic shows that it is the farmers, pastoralists, 
fisher-folk, forest dwellers and miners who 
take direct decisions and directly manage the 
ecosystem while other decision makers influence 
the landscape managers’ decisions.

Planning in Turkana County Workshop hosted in 
August 2015. The workshop activities, participant 
engagement and results are described. Each 
section culminates with reflections from SHARED 
facilitators on the exercise and ways to improve 
their utility in further applications.
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exerciSe 1: 
eStaBliShing vantage 
pointS of deciSion makerS

OBJECTIvE
To get a sense of  different view points and perceptions of  participants 
on related topics. 

An initial exercise to establish the range of  ideas amongst key focus 
group stakeholders is to ask a range of  guided questions or provide 
provocative statements.   Participants respond by placing themselves 
physically on the responses that illustrate their opinions on the question 
or statement.

ACTIvITy

A section of  the facilitation room can be prepared as an open space with five areas demarcated by 
cards with the following options:

	 •Agree fully   •Agree somewhat   •Not sure/neutral     •Disagree somewhat     •Disagree fully

The workshop used targeted statements on resilience, data and information and decision making 
to set the scene for the workshop objectives. Each of  the following statements were presented 
and participants were encouraged to move to the response with which they identified. They then 
provided feedback to the wider group on why they were standing where they were.

Statement    1
Most county and national level decisions (budgets, plans and policies) 
simultaneously take into account economic, social, cultural and 
environmental dimensions and implications.

Statement    2 Most policies are formed in order to address the root cause of an issue.

DISAGREE:

DISAGREE:

AGREE:

AGREE:

NEUTRAL:

•	 “Important dimensions are missing, where we do not account for socio-
economic and environmental aspects”.

“It’s about the political environment”
“Policies made are top-down.” 
“Policy can not be enforced.”  

•	 “Policy and budget are not taken in to account at the same time”.

•	 “Our purpose as a County Government is to provide for the public, hence all 
is taken into account”.

“Most of  the policies formed assist and guide the people to do the right 
thing. At the formulation level this is the intention”.

3.2
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exerciSe 1: 
eStaBliShing vantage 
pointS of deciSion makerS

Statement    3 There is a wealth of quality data that is organized and available to 
support negotiations and decision making.

Statement    4 Resilience is just another name for sustainability

DISAGREE:

NEUTRAL:

•	 “Resilience is about being able to cope “
•	 “Resilience is the ability to withstand shocks from raids and droughts.    

 Sustainability seems to address the current generation and future     
 generations.”

DISAGREE:

NEUTRAL:

•	 “Accessibility of  data is lacking”
•	 “The data does not have sufficient quality, to be called data”
•	 “There is a lot of  data, but it is rare that it is actually taken into account”

•	 “Data is there but not organized in a way that we can use it”
•	 “There is a world of  data but not used in practice”

•	 “It carries different meanings for different people”
•	 “There is the problem of  climate, with for example, industries destroying  

 the climate, and sustainability is sustaining something - not making it    
 resilient”.

•	 “If  sustainability was done in the right manner, resilience would not     
 bring so much new”.

•	 “Resilient livelihoods are sustainable”
•	 “To be fully resilient you have to do things in a resilient manner”

experience

noteS from the

The wide-ranging statements engaged 
participants as individual decision 
makers rather than within their specific 
job designation or Ministry. As reflections 
were made in plenary to the whole 
group, participants critically think 
about where they were standing and 
why.  In particular statement five on 
resilience and sustainability prompted 
a lot of  discussion about the conceptual 
underpinning.  This type of  probing 
with complex statements or questions 
is important as it catalyses the start of  

critical thinking.  Participants broke the 
statements apart and then were asked 
to justify why they were standing in a 
particular place. The physical movement 
to a different station also showed that as 
thinking evolved through the discussion 
participants change their viewpoints and 
‘feel free’ to so in the safe space that the 
workshop environment creates.  The safe 
space allows decision and mind-set shifts 
on issues as participants are exposed to 
additional viewpoints and information.
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exerciSe 2: 
the nature of 
"our" deciSion making

OBJECTIvE

ACTIvITy

To establish a baseline understanding and detail on how stakeholders 
currently carry out decision-making, both as individuals and in their 
formal roles and institutional positions. 

The focus of  the exercise in the workshop was specifically to explore 
how decisions are currently being taken, how goals and objectives are 
determined and who is involved in decision-making.  Key questions are 
asked of  the participants to understand the method of  decision making 
in their institutional context.

The guiding questions asked of  the participants in this exercise included the following: 

Reflecting on youR budget oR management cycle please 
let us know:
1. How are objectives or goals decided?
2. Who is involved in the decision making process? 
3. What informs the decision making process? 
4. Who influences your decisions?  
5. Whose decisions do you influence?

An example of  baseline responses from workshop participants is as follows:

hoW are oBjectiveS 
or goalS decided?

Who iS involved in 
deciSion making?

informS the 
deciSion making 

proceSS?

Who influenceS 
your deciSionS?

• Identify existing gap (assess needs – outputs/activities to be delivered)
• Perceived needs from personal world view
• Personal behaviour
• Impact pathway need to/what will be achieved 

• Stakeholders 
• Beneficiaries (community)
• County Executive Directors
• Civil Society Organizations
• Politicians

• Sectoral Plans, Annual Development Plan (ADP), County Integrated 
Development Plan (CIDP), Strategy Plans, Research, Budget Estimates, 
Budget Circular, CBROP, CFSP, 

• Information from colleagues (surveillance monitoring), available/lack 
of indicators, 

• Consultations/cooperation, 
• Involvement/participation
• Match needs with budget, resources, priorities
• Cultural, social/political, infrastructure, economic, environment
• Situational analysis; socio-political factors and legal framework

• Public/Community
• Donor community
• Governments
• Investors
• Policy makers
• Government agencies and their structures
• Influential people within organization
• Private Companies 

3.3
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exerciSe 2: 
the nature of 
"our" deciSion making

experience

noteS from the

This exercise encourages participants 
to critically understand and question 
what is taken into account in decision-
making and who influences decisions 
and whose decisions are influenced 
by actions taken. The methodology 
is clear and encourages participation 
and integration across the different 
respondents spheres of  expertise.  It 
also helps participants to understand 
the historical process of  decision-
making basis.  Tailoring an outline 

to fill in by groups that are selected 
based on institutional linkage can 
enhance this exercise.  This allows 
for more targeted answers and a 
concrete evidence by providing 
a template to the working group 
based on their institutional structure 
and inviting them to populate the 
responses according to their specific 
institutional structure.

Chief Executive Officer for Finance and Economic Planning Emathe Namuar brainstorming the decision making 
processes in Turkana County with workshop participants
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exerciSe 3: 
croSS Sectoral 
planning

OBJECTIvE
To assist stakeholders in understanding inter-sectoral linkages and to 
illustrate the value of  cross-sectoral information sharing and planning. 

Sectoral roles are randomly assigned to participants for role-play. 
Critical thinking is stimulated by placing respondents in unfamiliar roles 
and inviting them to state their relationship to other sectors. 

ACTIvITy

THE CORE OUTCOME FOR THE ExERCISE WAS TO GAIN AN 
UNDERSTANDING OF HOW SECTORS IN THE TURKANA COUNTy 
GOvERNMENT RELATE TO ONE ANOTHER

•	 Finance/Economic Planning
•	 Water Services, Irrigation, and Agriculture
•	 Health Services/Sanitation
•	 Tourism, Trade and Industry
•	 Education, Human Resources, Culture/Social Services
•	 Public Services, Decentralized Services, Disaster Management
•	 Transport, Roads, Housing and Public Works
•	 Pastoral Economies and Fisheries
•	 Energy, Environment and Natural Resources
•	 Land, Physical Planning, and Urban Areas Management
•	 Governance and Leadership

ACTIvITy

•	 Each participant took on the role of  the sectoral lead (minister/chief) as per the ribbon and 
the label they received

•	 At each round table, the different sectoral leads used string to denote a linkages or 
relationship between different sectors. (e.g. a sector supports a specific function or is 
dependent). 

•	 Arrows and sticky notes were used to denote the specifics of  the relationships identified.

3.4
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exerciSe 3: 
croSS Sectoral 
planning
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REFLECTIONS ON CROSS-SECTORAL PLANNING FROM 
TURKANA COUNTY GOVERNMENT PARTICIPANTS 

“This is the discussion that has been lacking in our planning meetings.”

 “This showed us the need to promote networks within the same government.”  

“We need to use a lot more networking than what is happening across sectors.”

 “We need to make integration part of the CIDP.”

“This exercise showed us the need to promote networks within the government.”

“We need to create incentives and a framework for public-private partnerships.”

“No one is self contained, we need each other and we need an integrated 
budget which needs to be adopted as a Turkana County Government.”

“We have learned that each ministry complements each other therefore as a 
county we need to work together when we do our planning (e.g. Health Centers 
and ECD co-location).”
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Workshop participants working through inter-sectoral planning exercise

experience

noteS from the

The inter-sectoral activity, while 
seemingly simple brought a wealth 
of  insights into how to do more 
inter-sectoral team building and 
planning and to provide actionable 
support between and among 
sectors to enhance returns on 
investment.  While effective in terms 
of  the objectives, the string became 
unwieldy and subsequently difficult 
to digitally capture. It may have been 
easier and clearer had it been done 

using markers directly onto the paper 
for drawing out arrows.  Each group 
needs to have all sectors represented 
to ensure a depth of  discussion and 
analysis. Participants significantly 
enjoyed the challenge of  taking 
off  their sectoral hats and putting 
themselves in others’ roles to open 
up their minds on priorities and 
synergies and how they can support 
one another. 
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To produce physical maps to indicate key issues and successes from 
different sectors and the possible causes for the issue or success. 

Three large blank maps of  Turkana were used to simulate spatial 
thinking and stimulate discussions around causal issues across 
sectors.  In this case, the groups focused on land degradation/health 
and education.   Blank maps were placed on separate pin boards 
with post-its and markers of  various colours to annotate the maps. 

 Key questions asked to display on the map included:

•	 Where in the county is the land degradation the worst and why?
•	 Where in the county is the land the healthiest and why?
•	 Where in the county is education of  boys and girls the greatest 

and why? 
•	 Where in the county is education of  boys and girls problematic 

and why? 

OBJECTIvE

ACTIvITy

exerciSe 4: 
mapping What We 
knoW Spatially

3.5

Workshop feedback on the spatial mapping exercise
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exerciSe 4: 
mapping What We 
knoW Spatially

experience

noteS from the

The offline spatial mapping was 
used to get a sense of  perceptions 
of  specific issues and assets and an 
understanding of  why these areas were 
affected in such a way. The use of  the 
map was very valuable in exploring, 
locating and analysing the spread of  
positive or negative impact and causal 
dimensions. Juxtaposing land and 
education prompted rich discussion 
and enhanced understanding. By 
additionally asking why it was the way 
it was also provided a segue to causal 
mapping exercises and more integrative 
thinking. The key causal factors for 
land degradation and land health 

were described as being influenced by 
charcoal and conflict.   The key causal 
factors related to education, issue such 
as roads and access were identified.  
In another iteration, less people per 
map would have been more valuable 
as crowding caused closer participants 
to block the view of  the map by other 
participants. This is a useful exercise 
to sensitise various County decision 
makers on the value of  spatial planning, 
by letting them explore a paper map 
first then to explore the real-time map 
on the decision support tool and how 
spatial planning could be imbedded 
within County planning processes. 
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exerciSe 5: 
cauSal mapping

Three Turkana relevant issues were selected and used as the center 
piece of  a pin-board.  Participants were invited to identify causal 
relationships associated with the issues:  low numbers of  girls 
staying in school, land degradation, and conflict.  Participants were 
randomly assigned to each causal issue to work on the building out 
the causal map, using arrows and markers to indicate relationships.

ACTIvITy

To differentiate between symptoms and root causes within a given 
issue as well as to better understand the inter-relatedness of  
different issues. 

Causal mapping is critical to the SHARED approach so that 
decisions are made to address root causes versus symptoms and 
to understand the inter-relationships across sectors and issues and 
implications of  actions.

OBJECTIvE

TURKANA CONFLICT

3.6
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exerciSe 5: 
cauSal mapping

TURKANA LAND DEGRADATION
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TURKANA GIRLS
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experience

noteS from the

A clear example led by facilitators 
that can be used as an example 
before setting groups off  would 
significantly add to the value of  this 
exercise. A context relevant example 
should be used to demonstrate the 
difference between, positive and 
negative relationships and feedback 
loops. The exercise prompted rich 
interaction, but would have benefited 
from a clear example before 
starting the work.  It took concerted 
facilitation to get this exercise to 
reflect a basic understanding of  
causal relationships. Capacity 
needs to be built on how to simply 
define system dynamics dimensions 
and explain these in a simple and 
translatable manner. Across the three 
causal problems the understanding 
and application of  positive and 
negative relationships differed. 
The issue placed in the middle of  

the map created a core focus. This 
meant participants focused more on 
symptoms and direct linkages rather 
than unpacking root causes. After 
the workshop an ICRAF decision 
scientist digitised the causal maps 
using Mentalmodeller, a free software 
program available online. It would 
have been very valuable to utilise 
this as a real-time modelling exercise 
to build the maps with participants 
and use the interactive ability of  
the program to demonstrate the 
impact of  each linkage. These can be 
made into a dynamic model in just 
a few minutes using fuzzy cognitive 
modelling using the software.  Such 
an addition would allow the causal 
model to be built interactively and 
even run scenarios to deliver fast 
real time in-workshop model that 
stakeholders can query.
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exerciSe 6: 
enlightened 
deciSion making

Participants were divided into three groups based on a core 
membership of  Turkana County representation and others. The 
groups were given a copy of  the County Budget and Planning cycle 
to use as a reference and invited to add value or re-design the current 
process based on what they had learned from the workshop sessions 
including those components in which inclusivity or use of  evidence 
could be valuable. 

ACTIvITy

This session builds on Exercise 2 on “the nature of  our decision 
making” and lends itself  to being an assessment of  cumulative 
learning through the workshop from the set of  decision exercises and 
evidence interactions and how this learning may influence planning 
processes, behaviours and investment decisions.

OBJECTIvE

victor Lekaram Ag. Director of Economic Planning, Turkana 
County presents changes to Turkana budget and planning cycle, 

including evidence for decision making

Chief Officer for Economic Finance and Planning Emathe 
Namuar presents revisions to decision making in Turkana 

County

3.7
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deciSion cycle 
reviSionS for 
turkana county

SenSitiZe Budget implementerS on Budget 
circular to get the content right

2    

•	 Accounting Officers
•	 Departments
•	 Communities

1    Budget and planning proceSS
•	 Engage communities to come up with sectoral plans (engage informally)
•	 Use evidence based decision tools set sectoral priorities aligning with the CIDP
•	 Consultatively conduct inter-sectoral visioning and networking (priorities and vision)
•	 Finance and Planning to lead in aligning the inter-sectoral plan with CIDP (who’s budget)
•	 Develop county budget review and outlook paper (CBROP) 
•	 Use T-21 tool to develop county fiscal strategy paper (CFSP)
•	 Revise sectoral budget and proposals in line with CFSP
•	 Present final estimates to County Assembly
•	 Enhance Public Participation 

prepare the annual development plan3    

•	 Require stakeholder consultation 
•	 Make decisions on sector priorities (Sector working groups) using evidence based 

decision tool
•	 Obtain submissions from key stakeholders through respective sectors (youth, women, 

etc) through workshops to capture priorities
•	 Consolidate ADP and submit to Assembly (by 1 September)

Sectoral performance revieW – cBrop4    

•	 Hold sector consultation meetings on previous budget performance and future 
projections

•	 Use evidence on performance progress – indicators
•	 Ensure decisions will inform county fiscal strategy paper (CFSP) on the basis of  

decision making tools and inter-sectoral consultation

3.8
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County Chief Officer Finance and Economic Planning, Emathe Namuar, presenting the re-drafted annual planning and 
budget cycle for Turkana County with entry points for evidence

preparation of Budget eStimateS propoSal6    

•	 Promote budget estimates based on programmes and not activity based ensuring they are 
progress and Impact oriented

•	 Bring cost experts as participants in budgeting estimations
•	 Undertake further consultations and budget and appropriations and sectoral committees

BUDGET

county fiScal Strategy paper5    

•	 Involve the ten sectors in drawing and setting budget ceilings
•	 Undertake public participation (women, youth, PLWDs, other vulnerable groups) on 

proposed priorities and attain feedback.
•	 Use evidence for justification of  proposed priorities 
•	 Implement Executive and legislative consultations on proposed priorities (consultative 

meeting on CFSP)
•	 Submit by 28 February
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experience

noteS from the

This exercise was of  great interest 
to the participants as it created the 
opportunity to reflect on their upcoming 
planning cycle and determine how they 
might add value based on what they had 
experienced through the workshop.   As 
reflected in the revised annual planning 
cycle elements and cycle, a number of  
changes were suggested as to when 
to be more inclusive and consultative 
as well as the value of  bringing in 

supporting evidence and tools to assist 
in identifying priorities that would 
yield greater sustainable development 
or resilience return on investment.  At 
the end of  the three-day workshop, 
there was a commitment to utilise the 
amended budget and planning cycle 
which explicitly showed where evidence 
would be needed, and to utilise this new 
cycle plan for the 2016 - 2017 planning 
processes.  
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AnnuAl PlAnning And 
Budget CyCle

SDU
CSME Team
Audit Committee
IAC

Stakeholder engagement (MCAs) 
Partners
Sector needs
Intersectoral
Interest groups
Decision making (Tree of Men)

• Causal Relationships
• Decision Analysis
• Resilience Diagnostic & 

Decision Support Tool
• Ketso 

Inter-sectoral Consultative Meetings
ADP Review & validation
Executive Legislation Consultative 
Meetings
UN-Turkana Joint Programming

• CBROP/County Reports
• Evidence from Decision Tools
• T-21
• Ketso Tool

Consensus Building 
Assembly Committees
Interest Groups
Public County Budget & 
Economic Forum

• Procurement Plans
• Work Plans
• Cash Flow

Evidence & 
Integration of  
Information to 
inform Priorities &
Areas of  Integration

Evidence to Review 
Budgets & Prepare 
Supplementary 
Appropriations & Adjust 
Plans

Information to 
prepare plans & 
requests

Evidence to Set 
Priorities & Resource 
Mobilization

20 - 09 - 2015

31 - 01 - 2016

30 - 06 - 2016

M&E Team

County 
Assembly SDU

CEC

IPSAS | Expenditure Reports | Project 
Implementation Status Report | GIS-
Based MIS

Monitoring & 
Evaluation

Budget Estimates

Sectoral Plans 
& Annual 
Development 
Plans

Implementation

IPSAS: International Public Sector Accounting System

IAC: Inspection and Acceptance Committee

CB ROP: County Budget Review Outlook Paper

SDU: Strategic Development Unit

CEC: County Executive Committee

GIS-MIS: Management Information System

County Fiscal 
Strategy Paper 
(CFSP)

H A R A M B E E

TURKANA COUNTy 
GOvERNMENT

TESTING CRITERIA
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launch of Shared 
program in turkana 
county 

4

The Stakeholder Approach to Risk Informed and Evidence Based Decision Making (SHARED) is providing 
a guided framework to assist the Turkana County Government in the process of rationalizing county plans 
and programs towards enhanced resilience. The Turkana County Government is working with UNICEF, 
the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) and the National Drought Management Authority (NDMA) using 
the SHARED framework to support in evidence based decision-making within the context of the County 
Integrated Development Plan (CIDP).

The SHARED partnership aims to enhance inclusive, evidence based and risk informed decision-making 
– bringing process and data together - toward resilience with an emphasis on vulnerable groups.  The 
approach is meant to enhance the annual planning, budgeting and investment processes to prioritize 
resilience objectives in the County. The SHARED partnership has developed a comprehensive Turkana 
County Resilience Diagnostic and Decision Support Tool, in addition to a targeted facilitation and capacity 
building program on decision-making with the Turkana Government, being lead through the Ministry of 
Finance and Planning. 

On the 28th September 2015 the Turkana SHARED partnership for Evidence into Decision Making for 
resilience planning in Turkana County will host a launch in Lodwar, Turkana County.

The launch will include the Governor of Turkana, His Excellency Josphat Nanok and the Turkana Executive
Government represented by County Executive Committee, County Officers and Directors. In addition the 
Assembly Liaison Committee which is composed of Chairpersons for all the committees in the house. 
UNICEF Kenya Country Office Acting Representative Mrs. Madhavi Ashok, NDMA Turkana, UNICEF Zonal 
Office in Lodwar and ICRAF senior scientists will assist in convening the launch.

The launch will be an opportunity to showcase what the partnership between Turkana County Government,
UNICEF and ICRAF through the SHARED decision support framework has achieved. It will include an 
interactive demonstration session of the Resilience Diagnostic and Decision Support tool. The second 
official day of the launch (29th September) will be dedicated to stakeholder meetings and formalizing 
discussions to move to a Phase II from pilot to full-term programming. The Turkana SHARED partnership 
has been jointly resourced through the Technical Consortium for Building Resilience in the Horn of Africa 
which is funded by USAID, and the UNICEF and the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF).

28th September 2015 - Lodwar Turkana County

EVIDENCE INTO DECISION MAKING 
FOR RESILIENCE PLANNING IN 
TURKANA COUNTY

Building Resilience in the Horn of Africa
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Tor vagen, developer of the Turkana Diagnostic Dashboard 
presents the tool to The Governor and County Government 

of Turkana

Emathe Namaur explaining the SHARED process

Minu Limbu from UNICEF

The SHARED team presenting the materials to the Turkana County Government
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Constance Neely SHARED developer from ICRAF

Tor vagen, developer of the Turkana Diagnostic Dashboard presents the tool to The Governor 
and County Government of Turkana

victor Lekaram from the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning presents at the Turkana 
County SHARED launch
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PROVISIONAL AGENDA
LAUNCh OF EVIDENCE IN DECISION 
MAKING FOR TURKANA COUNTY

Monday 28 September - CEAMO Hotel

TIME AGENDA  ITEM SPEAKER / LEAD

12:30 - 14:00 Buffet Lunch

14:00 - 14:10 Welcome and Introductions Mr. Philip Aemun (UNICEF) 

14:10 - 14:30 Opening Remarks H.E. Josphat Nanok
Ms. Madhavi Ashok (Acting 
Representative, UNICEF)
Paul Obunde (NDMA)
Constance Neely (ICRAF) 

14:30 - 15:15 Overview of SHARED Process 
and Resilience Diagnostic and 
Decision Support Tool

Comments and Presentation 
of the Capacity Development 
Process Manual

SHARED Team 

Turkana Task Team Members

15:15 - 15:30 Question and Answer Moderator

15:30 - 15:45 Refreshment Break

15:45 - 16:45 Moving from Piloting 
to Programming

Emathe Namuar (Turkana County) 
Victor Lekaram (Turkana County) 
with Moderator

16:45 - 17:00 Closing Remarks Turkana County CEC Finance and 
Planning
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His Excellency Honarable Josphat Nanok, Governor of Turkana County reviews the SHARED materials

His Excellency Honarable Josphat Nanok, Governor of Turkana County
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Capacity Development is a critical dimension 
when shifting to a more inclusive and evidence 
based decision-making approach.   The kinds 
of  capacity development include both soft 
skills (e.g. facilitation, sensitization) and hard 
skills (e.g. collecting and interpreting data).   
During the workshop, the Head of  the Capacity 

initial prioritieS identified By mehmood haSSan, 
head of capacity development, icraf

•	 Inter departmental/ministerial coordination and stakeholder consultations: the 
capacity to “facilitate” meetings/discussions/events (as opposed to “chairing” for 
democratic decision making

•	 Negotiation and consensus building tools and skills
•	 Capacity to mine, understand, interpret and capitalize on cloud source data
•	 Use and application of  qualitative indicators
•	 Methodologies for scoring or ranking competing options
•	 Skills in discerning symptoms versus root causes
•	 Support systems and infrastructure- backstopping; 
•	 Co-learning

capacity 
implementation plan5

Development Unit at ICRAF, Dr. Mehmood 
Hassan identified a number of  skills that could 
be of  value in taking the SHARED approach 
forward. The participants from Turkana County 
then identified other key capacities that they felt 
would be of  value.

•	 Leadership skills 
•	 Training County Assembly Members on evidence based decision making for resilience 

planning
•	 Training for other county officials to bring everyone on the same par with SHARED 

process and tools 
•	 CIDP Mid-Term Review 
•	 Establishing a steering committee

county leaderShip and proceSSeS

prioritieS defined By turkana county repreSentativeS
exiSting capacity 

•	 Identify existing capacities (resources, technical skills, ICT, facilitation)
•	 Already existing skills as a refresher training
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adminiStrative

•	 Contract Management

technical and deciSion Support

•	 Capacity development of  key county staff
•	 Decision analysis skills
•	 Cascading the decision support tools to sub-county level
•	 Deployment of  a consultant for technical support (skills transfer, establish systems-

decision tools)
•	 Benchmarking and best practice adoption 

knoWledge management

•	 Documentation (information sharing, feedback mechanisms, data management) 
•	 Collaborative mechanisms for collating existing data
•	 Digitization of  existing data and information in documentation in the County 

Documentation Centre
•	 Organization of  a County Data Bank 
•	 Data collection systems/tools and data analysis
•	 Management of  data collected to inform decision-making
•	 Establishment of  a framework for data collection, storage, management and analysis 

and dissemination (e.g. bulletins, early warning systems, statistics abstracts) 
•	 Knowledge Management (Website, reporting, analysis, interpretation, tools)

planning, monitoring and evaluation

•	 Responsive Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) System
•	 Integrated County M&E Coordination Team (establishment, training, operationalization)
•	 Risk and Capacity Assessment for resilience planning versus impact
•	 Indicators for Resilience
•	 Review and validation of  the County Indicator Handbook
•	 Capacity to measure resilience and impact
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Contacts for Data Sources from 
GeoScience Lab

Data Unit (Finance and Planning), ICRAF,  
Geoscience Lab

Main Outputs of  the Workshop 

ICRAF & UNICEF

Turkana Decision Process Graphic  

ICRAF

Capacity Manual  

ICRAF & UNICEF

RDDST Revised 

ICRAF & Geoscience Lab

Guidbook Brief  - How to Take Decisions 

ICRAF & UNICEF

28 - 29 September: Turkana Launch 

Finance & Planning, ICRAF & UNICEF

Data Digitalization

Data Unit (Finance and Planning), ICRAF & UNICEF

NDMA meeting 

UNICEF Pilar 6 lead & NDMA M&E lead

         Meeting Turkana NGOs Data Input & Tool 
Demonstration 

Finance & Planning Ministry, UNICEF

County Executive Sensitzation on Tool

Finance & Planning Ministry, UNICEF

End Aug - Oct: Resource Mobilization Plan 

SHARED Task Force for Turkana

AUGUST SEPTEMBER
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T-21 - selecting 3 
modules

Millenium Institute, 
Finance & Planning 

Ministry

Mid-term review of  
CIDP

SHARED Task Force 
for Turkana

Documented 
learning on process

SHARED Task Force 
for Turkana

Budget Planning 
cycle with tools 

& evidence 
integrated

Turkana County 
Government 

Strategic 
reflection

SHARED Task 
Force for 
Turkana

CD in tools

UNICEF, ICRAF & 
Turkana County 

Government

Concept Note

Writeshop (SHARED 
Task Force for 

Turkana)

ASAL Donor Group

Turkana County 
Government with 
Shared task force

Indicator Booklet 
- Resilience 
indicators

ICRAF, UNICEF, 
UNDP & Economic 
Advisor to Governor

OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER 2016
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Building Resilience in the Horn of Africa


